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Short Description

A minimal mid-tower PC case equipped with FreeForm™ Modular System technology. As with all
MasterCases, the MasterCase MC600 offers unparalleled flexibility to upgrade via changing aesthetics,
customizing thermal options, and handcrafting your internal layout.
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The case’s modular parts include top and front panels that can pop open for more airflow, or easily removed
for quick access to your components. Utilize FreeForm™ to its full potential with the adjustable M.port and
removable partition plate to accommodate large, high-end components, several fans and DIY liquid cooling.

How you build it is up to you.

Description

A minimal mid-tower PC case equipped with FreeForm™ Modular System technology. As with all
MasterCases, the MasterCase MC600 offers unparalleled flexibility to upgrade via changing aesthetics,
customizing thermal options, and handcrafting your internal layout.

The case’s modular parts include top and front panels that can pop open for more airflow, or easily removed
for quick access to your components. Utilize FreeForm™ to its full potential with the adjustable M.port and
removable partition plate to accommodate large, high-end components, several fans and DIY liquid cooling.

How you build it is up to you.

Features

MC-Series with FreeForm™ Modular System

We want you to have absolute control over how your case looks and functions. The FreeForm™ Modular
System of the MC-Series lets you adjust the exterior structure and aesthetic via a range of replacement
panels and doors. Each choice changes the look and feel of the case, but also the flexibility of the interior
layout.

Frame with Removable Partition Plate

The option to relocate the M.port and remove the partition plate gives you the freedom to adjust the inside
of the case.With the partition plate installed, you isolate the power supply and cables for a clean build.

Discreet Air Vents

Pop your panels up

Thin vents on four corners of the case provide ventilation. Pop the top and front panels up slightly for even
more cooling options. With a convenient magnetic system, feel free to increase the airflow or simply remove
your panels for easy access to your fans.

Advanced I/O Panel

Rich connectivity on an easy accessible I/O panel.

Clear View Inside

An edge-to-edge light grey tinted tempered glass side panel gives a wide view inside your PC to showcase
your masterpiece.

Cable Management Cover
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Cooler Master was the first to make a CPU cut out hole and we are the first to cover it again.A PSU shroud
and additional cable covers take cable management to the next level. Assemble clean builds like a pro!

Removable Rear Panel

Hide your cables.
Get a cleaner look by hiding your messy cables into the removable rear panel.

Adjust Internal Layout Clip-and-Click Panel

But this isn't just about aesthetics. Each decision opens new possibilities. Leveraging our unique clip-and-click
panel, FreeForm lets users vertically adjust or entirely remove your optical disk drive (ODD) and HDD via
sliding locks so intuitive you'll play with your configurations just for fun. Well, some people will. Just click-in
the cages, and adjust the height to suit your needs. Position them at the top to allow room for up to three
extra-long graphics cards, or retain only the bottom positioned cages to add a front-mounted radiator for
even more cooling options.

Slip-and-Clip Pockets

The first Cooler Master case to incorporate two easy to install slip-and-clip solid-state drive pockets (2.5") with
four easy mounting positions. Showcase them on the partition panel or hide them behind the motherboard
tray for a cleaner look.

A. Two behind the motherboard tray
B. Two on top of power supply partition

Accessories

FreeForm extends beyond the case to include all the support you need in terms of selecting and purchasing
components through a range of accessories to truly help you Make It Yours.

Specifications

Technical Information
Motherboard Supported:   Mini ITX
Motherboard Supported:   ATX
Motherboard Supported:   EATX
Motherboard Supported:   Micro ATX
Number of Fans Supported:   6
Number of Fans Installed:   3
Installed Fan Size:   5.51"

Bays
Number of External 5.25" Bays:   2
Number of Internal 2.5" Bays:   2
Number of Internal 2.5"/3.5" Bays:   4
Number of Total Expansion Bays:   8

I/O Expansions
Number of Total Expansion Slots:   7
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Interfaces/Ports
Total Number of USB Ports:   4
Total Number of Audio In Ports:   1
Total Number of Audio Out Ports:   1

Power Description
Power Supply Installed:   No
Number of Power Supplies Supported:   1
Number of Power Supplies Installed:   0

Physical Characteristics
Color:   Black
Color:   Dark Metallic Gray
Material:   Plastic
Material:   Tempered Glass
Material:   Steel
Form Factor:   Mid-tower
Height:   21.6"
Width:   9.3"
Depth:   21.4"
Weight (Approximate):   28.66 lb

Additional Information

Brand Cooler Master

SKU MCM-M600P-KG5N-S00

Weight 66.0000

Color Black

Chassis Form Factor Mid-Tower

Side Panel Window

Material Steel

PSU Wattage No PSU

Vendor SKU/EAN 884102038075
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